VIP Enterprises’ complete RV-graphic replacement breathes new life
he majority of RV owners take pride in the appearance of their rigs, and
let’s admit it, most of us want others to take notice. Prior to an outing, many
owners dedicate a weekend or two for a complete wash and wax to make the
RV shine, but no matter how hard they work at keeping the exterior pristine, Filon
siding and vinyl graphics begin to fade and crack from years of environmental
stress. Most vinyl graphics time out after six or seven years, and even with the best
maintenance plan, the sun takes its toll. The Filon siding can be waxed or polished
to attain a new look, but the vinyl cannot be brought back to life after fading and
cracking begins.
Given the opportunity to replace
the graphics and renew the exterior
appearance of an otherwise fine RV
is certainly a good investment, and
that’s where RV Stripes, Graphics
and More by VIP Enterprises of San
Bernardino, California, comes in. It
offers a one-stop shop for bringing an
RV exterior back to life. Since 1993, the
company has been perfecting the art
of refreshing RVs with custom graphics,
murals, paint, detailing, interior
remodeling or a full renovation.
Since our 2011 fifth-wheel has
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been used for full-time service and
exposed continually to the elements,
the vinyl graphics were looking
somewhat dingy. Consulting with
VIP Enterprises, we decided to redo
the exterior and chose an updated
color theme. The company applied its
advanced computer skills to design and
color-match new graphics for rejuvenating the fifth-wheel’s exterior.
Once the design was finalized, it
was time to strip off the old vinyl to
make way for the new graphics. The
task of removing and replacing the
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entire RV’s vinyl graphics seemed
daunting, and, of course, it cannot be
done without the proper tools, people
power and know-how. If you have the
time, you can do it yourself to save some
money, but you will need a few tools and
a lot of elbow grease. More than likely,
removing the old graphics yourself will
probably take the better part of a week
to complete.
A word of warning, in case you
decide to take on the task of removal
yourself: For VIP to computer-generate
and cut vinyl replacement graphics,
it will need extensive photos of each
individual stripe and all the logos.
This can be done by the owner, but be
advised to consult the company first
to ensure the desired results.
Those who elect to remove the
old vinyl at home should research the
process on the internet. Do-it-yourselfers will need plenty of razor blades,
a heat gun, solvent and perhaps an
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1) A digital photo of the trailer’s side wall was taken with a camera and downloaded to VIP Enterprises’ special computer-graphics program.
2) This is done to generate a pattern for the new vinyl graphics. 3) Close-up detail on the screen allows the operator to create a precise pattern.
At this point the customer can ask the designer to make changes to the pattern to suit his or her taste.
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into timeworn vinyl decals
electric grinder with a 3M specialty tool
that is designed for removing stubborn
vinyl pieces. One thing to keep in mind is
how razor blades can easily damage the
Filon siding; every small scratch or a
gouge will show up under the new vinyl.
After watching the techs at VIP work
with all of these tools for removing the
vinyl pieces, we knew we made the right
decision to leave this job to the experts.
The technicians started with a razor
blade and heat gun to remove some

of the vinyl that wasn’t horribly suncracked. With patience and dexterity,
they slowly pulled the vinyl from the
Filon siding. The badly cracked pieces
were removed with the 3M vinylremoval tool, which was hard work,
again validating the decision not to do
it ourselves.
With the vinyl peeled off, the
process of removing the glue started
with a special solvent and the use
of razor blades. VIP’s technique of

spraying the solvent onto the old glue
without it running everywhere was
flawless, and expert handling of the
razor blades left the surface clean and
ready for the next process.
Should the Filon siding be oxidized
and faded, the VIP people can polish
the surface to a brilliant shine. Here the
technicians used their priority blend of
wax and cleaners, along with a special
machine, to bring the finish back to life,
looking nearly new again.

4) The installer tests the new color patterns against the original graphics. 5) A special tool from 3M is used to remove baked-on vinyl that
will not come off with a heat gun or scraper tool. 6) A razor blade is used to remove the old graphics. 7) A heat gun softens the vinyl to make
it possible to remove the old material. 8) Darker-color vinyl is easier to remove than lighter counterparts. Here, the installer can remove big
sections of vinyl by hand, even though it’s the same age as the rest of the original material.
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Changing One’s Stripes
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9 and 10) After all the old material is removed from the trailer, ghost stripes remain on the side walls. This allows the installer to follow the
original pattern during installation of the new graphics. One option provided by VIP Enterprises is to buff out the side walls for a brand-new
look. 11) Once an entire roll of vinyl is loaded into the cutting machine, all the new pieces for individual colors are produced. This is a precise
process that has no room for errors.

To print the replacement graphics,
a technician with years of experience
worked with the selected colors and
photographs that were uploaded to the
computer previously, sizing the vinyl
to cover the original stripes and logos.
Superimposing the images of the fifthwheel, it was possible to preview the
revised exterior scheme and make any
adjustments to the design. This process
took roughly two hours to complete and
was actually very exciting to watch.
From here, the procedure was
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highly exacting. A large roll of selected
vinyl material is loaded into a cutting
machine connected to the computer.
Alignment is absolutely critical for the
machine to cut each individual shape
and size precisely. After triple-checking,
the operator hits the enter button on
the computer and watches the cutting
machine like an eagle, making sure
that it is feeding and cutting properly,
and staying in alignment. One mistake
will ruin an entire roll of vinyl. No
pressure, right?
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The next step has a curious name,
“weeding and taping.” This is the
process of adding a special paper that
is laid over the top of the vinyl material
for installation. Using a mixture of
water and baby shampoo in a spray
bottle, the vinyl pieces are positioned
exactly where the removed graphics left
shadows on all sides, including the front
and rear of the RV. The installer must
remove the backing and set the vinyl
pieces precisely into their final resting
places and make sure large air bubbles
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12) The “weeding and taping” process is used to prep the new vinyl prior to installation. This process is critical and requires great patience.
13) VIP stores all the information used to produce the new vinyl in its computer files and can provide exact graphics at a later time, if
needed. 14) To start the process, the new graphics are placed over the ghost outlines and held in place temporarily with masking tape.
15) The new logo is put in place, and the outer layer is removed. 16) The installer uses a mixture of water and baby shampoo to move the new
vinyl into position without sticking. 17) It takes exceptional patience to place the new vinyl, something VIP has perfected over the years.
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do not form under the vinyl.
The installer’s skill with the razor blade for
cutting vinyl over and around obstacles was very
impressive. The installation process took nearly two
full days to complete. Of course, installation time
will depend on the complexity of the vinyl graphics
and the sheer size of the job.
The transformation was amazing. What was
once a fifth-wheel that looked old before its time
now boasted a showroom sparkle. It literally took
years off the age of the trailer. VIP Enterprises uses
high-quality materials backed by a five-year limited
warranty that covers any defects in the vinyl. With
a large selection of colors and styles to choose
from, owners can use the existing design or create
something more modern and completely change
the exterior look. VIP can even paint on new
graphics for a longer-lasting look.
A big benefit of this process is that VIP retains
all of the RV’s vinyl shapes, logos and colors in its
computer, and can generate a replacement piece
that can be mailed to you or a repair shop, providing
the color is still available from its suppliers.
Striping and replacing all the graphics on the
aforementioned fifth-wheel was $3,400; buffing the
Filon to a new look ran $600. Cost is dependent on
the size and complexity of the job. The company will
provide an accurate estimate upon visual inspection
of the RV. q
RV Stripes, Graphics and More by VIP Enterprises
909-376-0395, www.rvstripes.com
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18) A special tool is used to fit the new vinyl into curves and moldings. This also
takes many years of experience to do it right. 19) Placing new vinyl graphics is
not for the faint of heart. This process is long and detailed, but the results will
add many years to the look of any RV.

Finished product: After five days, this seven-year-old fifth-wheel looks brand
new again. VIP Enterprises offers many services to inject new life into any RV.
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